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“Midnight Louie is the funniest, hairiest
 hard-boiled PI on the planet.”

––JANET EVANOVICH

All the News about Midnight Louie, Delilah Street and Irene Adler 
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LOUIE and DELILAH celebrate new books in 
print trade paperback and eBook formats

The NEON NOIR anthology offers all 
six stories featuring paranormal investiga-
tor Delilah Street (teamed with Midnight 
Louie in one tale). Delilah as an action 
heroine is more Odysseus than Hercules. 
With wile, wit and grit, she fights to save 
any humanity in her scary new monster-
apocaplypse Vegas world. The tales include 
insight on a tragic event in the Lon Chaney 
horror-film family dynasty, and present a 
Cary Grant Film Noir tale never published 
before. Two stories are in Once Upon a 
Midnight Noir and one is available by  itself. 
This collection will be an October Urban 
Fantasy “book bundle” on sale with works 
by  #1 New York Times bestelling authors 
like Jim Butcher and Kevin J. Anderson.  
50,000 words.

Web: www.carolenelsondouglas.com                     www.wishlistpublishing.com      

“FUN, FROTHY AND CHARMING, Temple Barr looks like a teenager but 
speaks with middle-aged wisdom.”
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MIDN IGHT LOUIE ’S  

––PUBLISHERS WEEKLY onYellow Spotlight

“In this typically fun-filled, witty and comic outing, Douglas tackles a multitude 
of serious and topical issues.”––MOSTLY MURDER on Cat in a Flamingo Fedora

ISBN: 978-0-9744742-6-7...$18.99   ebook $9.99    

Temple Barr oversees the volatile reunion of a groundbreaking, multi-ethnic 
rock band, Black & White, at the Crystal Phoenix hotel. Twenty-five years 
earlier, tabloids went wild over the shocking disappearance of the band’s  two 
singing divas and flamboyant manager. The women made comebacks, but 
big bad Cale Watson was never seen again. With possible drug abuse and 
murder afoot,Temple moves into the celebrity suites to uncover sabotage. A 
dead body materializing on the rehearsal set forces Midnight Louie and the 
Vegas Cat Pack to dial up their olfactory skills to canine level as they sniff out 
clues with the band’s Scottish terrier mascots, Scotch and Soda. While Matt 
backs up Temple, Max makes a shocking deal with ex-IRA terrorist Kathleen 
O’Connor. Deadly encounters and unexpected reunions force all the players 
into unforeseen loss and disclosure, the suspense leavened by the usual wit 
and heart. Also coming this fall in Dreamscape audiobook.

“Louie and his gang of feisty  
felines have their work cut 
out for them. . . Temple, Max             
and Matt are all involved in 
dangerous projects.”––Kirkus Cover and interior designed by the author.

Publishing AUGUST 26!

CAT IN A YELLOW SPOTLIGHT

Carole Nelson Douglas  PO Box 331555  Fort Worth TX  76163-1555   cdouglas@catwritercom 



PLEASE!  Let us know if you change street or e-mail addresses! WE TRULY HATE TO LOSE YOU!  
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ALL-TIME GRAND CHAMPION STAMP SPONSOR:    LINDA TILLEY   Massillon OHIO 

repeat donors* 

DONOR SUPER NOVAS ******

DONOR STARS* *

—Midnight Louie 

So fun to get your notes and cards! Thanks to all.

Track the interior title alphabet after Blue Monday   
CAT In an ALPHABET SOUP (CATNAP), CAT in an AQUA STORM (PUSSYFOOT), CAT on a BLUE MONDAY, CAT in a CRIMSON HAZE,

 CAT in a DIAMOND DAZZLE, CAT with an  EMERALD EYE, CAT in a FLAMINGO FEDORA, CAT in a GOLDEN GARLAND

 CAT on a HYACINTH  HUNT, CAT in an INDIGO MOOD, CAT in a JEWELED JUMPSUIT, CAT in a KIWI CON,  CAT in a LEOPARD SPOT 

CAT in a MIDNIGHT CHOIR, CAT in a NEON  NIGHTMARE, CAT in an ORANGE TWIST, CAT in a HOT PINK PURSUIT 

CAT  in a QUICKSILVER CAPER, CAT in a RED HOT RAGE, CAT  in  a SAPPHIRE SLIPPER, CAT in a TOPAZ TANGO 

CAT in an ULTRAMARINE SCHEME, CAT in a VEGAS GOLD VENDETTA, CAT in a WHITE TIE AND TAILS, CAT in an ALIEN X-RAY  

CAT in a YELLOW SPOTLIGHT , CAT in a ZEBRA ZOOT SUIT, CAT in an ALPHABET ENDGAME 

Anonymous  Tucson AZ.............Connie Balweg  Monoma WI
Lynette Eliton    Hillsboro OR.................Olivia Ferrante       Revere MA
Margie Frederich    Union City CA...............Ginni Hicks    Oshawa  ON

Many of you have written and emailed and donated stamps; many more than I can thank individually. I love to run across 
familiar names, and totally new ones, when I prepare the stamp donor list each year. Some send a few loose stamps, some 
booklets, some checks. Some contributors make eye-popping donations; they want to help the newsletter get to others. 
More than half are the mailed print version, the rest are color PDF email attachments. Some go to conventions.  

Dear Carole, 
    Rose had an interesting life before us. She had been adopted by our former 
neighbors as a kitten and once she grew out of that stage, they pretty much ignored 
her. They moved away and as my husband puts it, she didn’t get the memo.
     He felt sorry for her, fed her once and that was pretty much it. She was around 
3-4, we’re guessing, when she joined us, and she’s around 9-10 this year. She 
and I bonded very strongly, and she’s my constant companion and literally has 
my back at all times. She’s very talkative. She and my husband will have these 
long conversations about food, weather, and how much she hates me having 
to go make money for kibble. 
    Every cat I’ve ever known has a distinct personality and I have never met 
two alike. As for Louie, I have a soft spot for black cats (we also have a black 
tomcat) and the first book of his I read was Cat in a Jeweled Jumpsuit. Elvis tribute artists and a black cat PI—I was 
totally hooked. I work at a used bookstore and whenever I’m asked to recommend a mystery series, Louie is always who 
I rave about. 

LOUIE’S                LETTERBOX 

Jennifer Somerset,a ML Littermate

The winsome Rose was ill-served by her so-called adopters, but it is an all-too-common story. During our 
Midnight Louie Adopt-a-Cat book tours from 1995-2001, we found shelters nationwide overflowing with cats 
just a year old, returned for not having stayed kittens. You and your husband, heroes with heart,  obviously 
needed a loyal companion of Rose’s calibre. I am pleased you found my gig with Elvis intoxicating. The King 
and I have a lot in common, being cool cats and major Las Vegas icons. I will insist to my ninth life that the 
Elvis I encountered was the real thing and not a tribute artist. I thank you for staging your own private rave 
over me at the used bookstore and everywhere else. Greetings to my compadre in velvet black, your husband, 
and the fair Rose. Blast email! I do not have a place of residence so I can pay her a visit. Of course, I do not 
want to be considered a stalker, unless it involves koi.

Dear Miss Jennifer, 

Sandra Leeds   Indianapolis IN

Carla Jeanne Bingham       A lbuquerque NM
**DONOR NOVAS**  
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Barbara Sterling      Fort Smith AR.................Lela Unruh         Dallas TX
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Dear Readers,
How can you help keep all of my books coming? Ask for them 
at independent booksellers and libraries, and continue to 
support “brick and mortar” venues. Did you know that the 
number of reviews on online booksellers’ sites affects how 
much they’re promoted? You send me so many wonderful 
emails about my books. If you have access to online book 
sites, please review them on barnesandnoble.com, Amazon.
com, and elsewhere. Sites you can join with just a name 
and password to review favorite books, like GoodReads 
and Library Thing, are very influential. You can also join the 
Louie’s Littermates email list by emailing me to learn more 
about this and also get fun stuff now and then.

from online bookstores like Amazon, Barnes and Noble, 
Kobo, and Apple.
Here is the pricing schedule. The hardcover has been 
$24.99. The new trade paperback (softcover) is the 
same size (for your bookshelves), but will be $18.99. 
The simultaneous ebook had been $12.99. Mine will be 
$9.99. (Many sites will discount prices.) The book will be 
available to distribute to bookstores and libraries, so you 
can find copies there, hopefully. Per industry practice, 
prices will be reduced after the books have been out for 
six to 12 months. 
Look  for CAT in a ZEBRA ZOOT SUIT in 2015. And 
the next book, CAT in an ALPHABET ENDGAME will 
finish the current series. Rest assured that exciting plans 
are afoot for Louie’s continuing adventures! 

The publishing industry continues 
to change, but there’s much 
exciting news for Louie fans, 
including the new book coming 
Aug. 26. I designed CAT in 
a YELLOW SPOTLIGHT’s 
cover and interior, and ML III’s 
silhouette begins every chapter. 
You’ll be able to buy it in print in 
trade paperback and in ebook 

AUDIO  BOOK NEWS!

LOUIE’S LITTERMATES

You’ve asked for audiobooks! Dreamscape Audio has recorded 
CAT in a WHITE TIE and TAILS and CAT in an ALIEN 
X-RAY), and will do audiobooks of the next three titles. Johnny 
Heller has a grrreat Midnight Louie voice.  

Dear Carole and Louie,
   Miss Jemimah Tilley has adjusted to her new brother and 
sister. All three are spoiled to death.Tomorrow is Mary and 
Oscar’s (or Rodgers’ and Hammerstein’s) first birthday. 
I sent Dave out for some cat toys as gifts, and he came 
home  with Martha Stewart designer cat toys! Talk about 
fancy! If they don’t like them, for those prices, I’ll play with 
them myself!

What a pleasure to hear a report of domestic bliss from 
my A-Number One All-Time Champion stamp donor! 
Your generosity has helped fund mailing costs for many 
loyal readers who do not have email and/or prefer print 
reading. Who needs all that fancy internet stuff? Well, 
I guess I do, or how else would I be a star of page and 
pixel as well? Just kitting.

Linda Tilley, Massillon OH

In May, I attended my favorite mystery convention, Malice 
Domestic in Bethesda, MD, then hit New Orleans for the RT 
Booklovers convention. I love meeting readers on the road!

The first two ML books now in ebook format will be joined 
by converted titles. Remember, ALPHABET was CATNAP and  
AQUA was PUSSYFOOT. Coming soon, CAT on a BLUE 
MONDAY. 

OUT AND ABOUT

––Midnight Louie 

From my perusal of the enclosed kitten photos, I must 
say Miss Mary Rodgers is a brunette beauty I could go 
for...both my unopposed thumbs up! Look at  those 
tender pink pads! How clever to have named the kittens 
after a famous composing team. Mr. Oscar Hammerstein 
in this elegant pin-striped feline incarnation is no doubt 
considerably more handsome than his human self.  

 Miss Mary Rodgers, left.  Above is Mr. 
Oscar Hammerstein

Miss Jemimah is not pictured on this page. Alas, she 
is a winsome calico tricolor who would not reproduce 
well in print. Of course she is “fixed”, but I am speaking 
photographically here.

Dear Miss Linda,



A SOUL OF STEEL

Good Night, Mr. Holmes was the New York Times Notable Book of the Year that began the Adler series. All eight of the acclaimed 
novels, below  in order left to right, have Readers’ Guides. The Sherlockian/historical/feminism elements make great library and                    

book discussion group topics, so please recommend the series. All now in eBook format.

 IRENE ADLER: the complete series

CAROLE NELSON DOUGLAS

LOUIE’S LETTERBOX II

Very Best Fishes,Midnight Louie

DELILAH STREET 
Paranormal 
Investigator: 

Dear Carole Nelson Douglas,

“smartly written,  original 
. . . deftly combines the 
elements of fantasy, 

mystery and romance 
. . . enthusiastically 
recommended.”

—Midwest Review of Books

     Q.P, who died in July at age 20, came to be my compan-
ion when she was barely three months old. Her first home 
was with a teenage couple who were less than responsible. 
Q.P. was out early mornings when I got my paper and began 
following me to the post office and back, two long blocks 
one way. She began spending most of her days with my 
wife and I, usually following me around the yard. One day 
as I was picking up broken branches, Q.P. ran up my bent 
back and lay across my shoulders. For most of her life, my 
shoulders were a favorite resting and napping spot.
    

Aug. 17, 2013 Dear Mr.William Roberts,
Our very deep condolences on the loss in such swift     
succession of your wife and Q.P. It is clear that Q.P.      
recognized your generous soul. She needed a good                  
forever home, and found one. She claimed your shoulders 
and your heart while you were not looking. 

That is what 
my kind is so 
good at, when 
given a  decent  
chance. If we 
find we are not  
being treated 
well and loved 
by our current  
humans,  we 
will climb any mountain to find a better breed of person. 
We know that you are out there!

Get great customer service. Support  your independent bookstores! 

How interesting to see a photo of Q.P. at her favorite 
hobby. She is quite the social climber indeed, and I am 
sure she enjoyed every one of the twenty years she was 
with you and your wife. Thank you for sharing the story 
of your gradual rescue of this smart and sweet cat. She 
was indeed a “Q.P.” doll.

Sincerely, William Roberts Otego NY

   Q.P. went suddenly blind two years ago. Spunky as ever, 
she continued climbing the hamper she slept on until two 
days before she died of an apparent stroke. At 84, I have 
lost my wife and our favorite cat in just seven months. Her 
name has always required explanation. It was “Quick Pick” 
for our quick bonding and the lottery choice. I often said it 
meant “Quirky Purrson”. Many  heard it as “Kewpie”, after 
the carnival prize. This has been overlong, and I apologize, 
but it has been therapeutic. I have enjoyed all the Midnight 
Louie mysteries, and the Scratching Post, too.


